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Luca Bash is in a leag ue of his own. T he I talian stallion deliberately sets himself f rom the rest by
craf ting his stripped back version of f olk and rock that’s pure as snow and undeniably compelling . His
latest project, ” Sing le Drops” is a complication EP, where he selected each release f rom his f our 2 0 14
EPs (Cyan, Mag enta, Yellow, and Key Black), plus one bonus track.
T he 5 -track collection immediately draws you in with bonus track, ” Your T omorrow” and “Dear John”.
With the lone acoustic g uitar, Bash’s scenic vocals creates that mag ical, spine ting ling f eeling that
makes you escape all the woes of the world just f or a moment. T he EP steps up a tempo with “Forever
Like Asleep” and “Black Swan’s Wall”; the g uitar (along with Bash’s voice) g oes all bold and g utsy,
creating a rich Americana/f olksy f eel.
Bash more than proves that, throug h his latest release, no g immicks are required to create a string of
classics; simplicity is always best. I f you’re a lover of f olk and rock music, you’ll absolutely love “Sing le
Drops” and if these two g enres are not your thing , he WI LL convert you!
“Sing le Drops” EP is now available via SoundCloud
For now, check out the video to his bonus track, “Your T omorrow”.

https://youtu.be/GHSz J0 j-Lc0
by T racey Dawkins
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From the moment I heard the opening track “Slowly Spinning ”, it put me in the mind of Coldplay. Maybe
because it has an atmospheric, downtempo bassline that’s accompanied by hig h-pitched, sweet
overtones with distorted vocals lurking way back in the backg round, I ’m not quite sure. T here’s one
thing I ’m concern about: Drew Lowery and Chaepter Neg ro – aka Ransom Scenery-have created
something compelling that would leave the listener yearning f or so much more.
T heir latest release, “Ear to Ear” doesn’t leave the listener hang ing much long er . “My Golden Shield” is
very much like the intro, except the downtempo bass becomes more explosive; the sweeter overtones,
g ets sweeter and the vocals is a tad less distorted, becoming prominent at the beg inning and
g radually f ading throug hout the recording . T he theme carries on with their sixth ef f ort, “Holoz oic”
where the still explosive, overbassed drive and the sweet-turn-ag g ressive overtones battle it out f or
attention, overriding the muz z led vocals. I t may sounds overbearing on paper, but this could be their
breakthroug h track into the mainstream.
T he sweetness of the overtone doesn’t stay absent f ar long and makes a comeback with “All My”. For
the f irst time, the bass sof tens, sporting a slig ht g roove, which creates a marshmallowly sensation
that’s also more than ready f or the mainstream. Final ef f ort, “Pop Scripture” continues with the
f loating -in-the-air tempo, similar to “All My”, but with a kick of f …you probably g uessed it…COLDPLAY.
With arrang ements that hone in straig ht to the ear holes, “Ear T o Ear” is hard not to like. T his ninetrack album will g o down well with listeners whose into experimental rock or pop; scrap that, it’s f or
anyone who appreciate g ood innovative music.
Rating : 9 /10
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David Steinhart, the brainchild behind The Furious Seasons, released his fourth album, “My Love Is Strong” back in April, where he gives folk and
Americana the mainstream treatment by adding uplifting, power pop. His combination has been compared to rock/folk heavyweights such as Bob Dylan,
David Grey and Paul Simon….but I disagree. There are indeed traces of Bob Dylan in Steinhart’s seamlessly smooth vocals but the other two , I’m not so
sure…but I can hear the influence of another strong rock figure in the album, but I can’t quite put my finger on it.
After repeatedly listening to Steinhart’s latest collection, his high-energy rock/pop efforts, “Southern Night” , “Fooled By The Bottle” and “Full
Disclosure” have strong influences of Elvis Costello from start to finish. Even his smooth, striped-back folksy numbers, “Understood”, ” Valentine” and
the 60s-inspired “Summer Rain” also have the strong bearing of the British four-eyed rocker.
Towards the end of the album, it seems Steinhart snapped out of Elvis Costello mode and immersed in the spirit of his biggest comparison Bob Dylan
with these gems, “Here”, “Want Me To” and “Wind Blown”. The toe-curling fusion of the acoustic guitar and velvety smooth folk in the background is
perfectly topped off by Steinhart’s prominent-than-ever Bob Dylan-esque vocals.
Massive fans of the two most prominent figures on the rock/folk circuit, will definitely enjoy “My Love is Strong”. This 13 track treasure has every
potential of clocking up a few indie music awards along the way. What’s so amazing that, despite possessing the musical style and lyrical standard of
Bob Dylan and Elvis Costello, Steinhart never lose sight of his identity as a musician.
Rating 7/10

by Tracey Dawkins
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He set tongues wagging among mainstreamers including , Rihanna, John Legend, Justin Timberlake and even Jay-Z…wow he must be doing something
right! Yep, Matthew Santos has definitely won them over with his quirky blend of soul, blues, folk and indie rock and (quoting Justin Timberlake) ‘that
beautiful voice’. So it’s very safe to assume that Santos’ seventh release, “Into The Further”, is highly anticipated by these chart-toppers. No pressure
then.
The Grammy-nominated singer/songwriter does indeed incorporate rock, blues, soul and folk with (at times) one of the mentioned genres dominating
the 14-track album. A prime example is the instrumental intro, “Into The Further” which displays a heavenly bluesy arrangements. it’s less than two
minutes long, but it leaves you wanting so much more. The bluesy introduction seamlessly leads into an angelically light rock/Americana effort, “Ojos”,
where Santos’ vocals slightly seeps through the production along with (what I detected as) beat boxing!
By the end of the second track, I was getting a little impatient, as I was waiting to hear (quoting Justin Timberlake AGAIN) ‘that beautiful voice’. I got my
wish (well, sort of) with the rock/folksy effort, “Under the Microscope”, but personally the voice REALLY hit the spot when I heard, “Seven Years” and “It
All Works Out”. The Chicago-based musician vocals turns all gutsy and angelic, which weaves effortlessly throughout the soft rock/slight
Americana/bluesy recordings. Next up was “Second Chances” which features feather-light rock that takes centre stage, leaving the bluesiness behind.
There are times when the blues fought for that centre stage, pushing the folk/rock way into the background, displayed in “White Gloves”.
The unlikely experimentation of the aforementioned genres was not the only main attraction of the album as his striped-back performances equally hit
the spot. Attention grabbing “Succumb To Gravity” and “Who Am I To You” boasts the acoustic guitar which is topped off with Santos’ prevalent-thanever spine-tingling and soul wrenching vocals.
Now I’m never the one to follow the hype…but this time, I’m jumping right on the Santos bandwagon, as his upcoming release is of- the-wall! Listen for
yourself: here’s the star tracks of the album, “Seven Years” and “It All Works Out”.
“Into The Further” is set for release on 2nd June.

by Tracey Dawkins
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If anyone can use prog rock, jazz, blues, reggae plus other music influences from different parts of the world and make them audible, then they deserve
my undivided attention. With band members hailing from all corners of the Earth, The Great Game unleashed all the mentioned genres through their
self-titled debut earlier this year.
The 13 track album gives an invitation into an overwhelming clash of progressive rock and the equally fierce accordion in “Science” and “Religonism”.
The album then detours and soaks up the sensual vibes of South America through “Television”. The fourth effort of the album bears strong influence of
Mexico, which sits well with the occasional presence of the trumpet, creating a real bluesy/jazz feel.
The aggressive ( and questionably that Nirvana-style rock) makes a return in “Bipolaroid” and sporadic burst of genres just keeps on rolling with “And
The Blind Man Leads The Way”, where the slight reggae/jazzy introduction leads to the roaring, head-banging rock.
For the first time, I really take note of the vocals in the rock/bluesy “Hungarian Dreams” and the oh-so-soothing “Elemental Raven Storm”. Maybe
because the delivery is somehow reminiscent of the late Robert Palmer. Nevertheless, that soothing crooner style vocals makes both compositions
(particularly “Hungarian Dreams” ) rather alluring.
The Great Game’s album doesn’t have the immediate likability factor (Personally, on the first listen, I thought it was a bit of a mishmash). However once
you get to know this multicultural band, you begin to appreciate the different music influences they put into each track. So don’t give up after the first
listen, give it another go to appreciate their hard work.
The Great Game’s album is available as a free download at www.the-great-game.com.

by Tracey Dawkins
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Swedish band We Are Catalyst gives the rock treatment to Swedish House Mafia’s hit “Don’t You Worry Child”…and this is no PR stint to fast track their
career.
A music video to the single was released last month to raise funds for charity, The Fostering Network’s campaign, Rock For The Children. Backed by a
string of high profile celebrities, including Jerry Springer (who’s featured at the beginning of the video), the black and white visual does not hold back
on displaying the harsh reality of a child from a broken home and the daily struggles she encounters.
Many might think a heavy metal track would not be the most appropriate way to reflect the life of at-risk children, but We Are Catalyst did the UK
children’s charity and fellow celebrities proud by injecting pure sincerity into the five-minute production.
All profits from the single goes to The Foresting Network and to foresting charities across the globe. So go on, have a listen and do a good deed today
purchasing a great song with a great cause.
“Don’t You Worry Child” is available via iTunes.
To find out more about Rock For The Children campaign, please visit: www.rockforthechildren.com
https://youtu.be/Egd-qLfGABw
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True Grooves founder Tomas Doncker has once again called on his recruits to put together a collection of predominantly classic rock anthems from the
70s and 80s, packaged as Fully- Re-Covered released 31st March.
The man himself kicks off the 13 track epic production by tackling Elvis Costello’s “What So Funny ‘Bout”, replacing the full -on rock with a genre he
know best: low down dirty, soul-satisfying blues. Marla Mase was appropriately chosen to take on Ian Dury and the Blockheads’ 80 classic, “Hit Me With
Your Rhythm Stick”. The Quirky princess spoken word delivery against the funked-up blues really gave the infamous production a completely new lease
of life.
The Psychedelic Furs would be very honoured to hear a super smooth and rather sensual version of their 1970s effort, “Love My Way” delivered by
Touchy Feely. The chilled out drive along with the angelically -sedated vocals makes this little treasure very hard to resist.
The whole cast of True Grooves came together, ending the album on a high with Curtis Mayfield & The Impressions’ smash hit, “We’re A Winner”, adding
that extra soul and good-feel funk to the 60s recording.
Giving classics from the 60s right up to the 80s, a completely funky, soulful and bluesy makeover, the stars of True Groove Records have made music
icons of these classics very proud. Definitely a must listen for nostalgics of the aforementioned decades.
Listen to the lead single of the album, “Hit Me With Your Rhythm Stick” by Marla Mase.
by Tracey Dawkins
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With dodgy wigs and outfits to match, The Devine Xperience can easily be mistaken as one-hit wonders…but their technique of turning three club-filling
genres into eccentric art forms have proven otherwise, through their strikingly bizarre visual to track, “The Answer” .
Now I must urge you to look past the distracting props and really focus on how they tactfully mix electronica and breaks with the gritty presence of
dubstep seeping throughout the production.
The crazy trio’s pretty cool formula did not sink under the radar. Last year, their self-titled debut was nominated for “Album of the Year” by
International Breakbeat Awards and also scooped the top spot on the Progressive Breakbeat chart. As for the boundary-pushers, well they were
nominated for “Breakthrough Artist of the Year” also by International Breakbeat Awards – so it’s very safe to say that these Los-Angeles-based
electronicers are no one-hit wonders.
The Devine Xperience album is available via iTunes.
https://youtu.be/WJGnl8vIoDg
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Just by looking at the EP cover, there’s something mysteriously alluring about Lola De Hanna. Moving to the Big Apple from her native Greece, she was
on a mission to become a psychologist. Instead she built a pretty neat reputation for herself as a musician, collaborating with Dembiak Productions on
songs distributed to TV/film song libraries as well as performing at a series of acoustic sets in NYC with Nikolas Christopoulos and AfroNick, under the
name Lola & the Nicks. Following the success of her debut release, “A Knack for These…”, which was praised as ‘refreshing different’ by reverbnation
fans, De Hanna released her EP, “The Other Side” last month.
Her latest offerings are full of surprises with the right balance of electronic pop and rock. Introduction track “Thin Air” includes a splendid blend of the
genres, with little dash of Middle Eastern, making it an extremely sensual composition. The EP enters into a club-filling genre, continuing the presence
of the Middle East delight with the debut release, “A Knack for These…”. A Refreshingly light mix of pop/rock then shows up in “Wings”, “I Will Follow”
and “Oh So Gray”. Without a doubt, these tracks definitely have the mainstream appeal.
As I hit the De Hanna’s last effort of the EP, I was blown away. “Ghost” is an invitation to a strip back performance with the piano taking the lead and for
the first time, De Hanna’s heart melting vocals are really heard and (in my opinion) fully appreciated.
With angelic mix of rock, electro pop with an alluring influence of the Middle East, “The Other Side” will make a great addition to any mainstream and
alternative music lovers’ collection. Give it a chance.

by Tracey Dawkins
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I was beaming with excitement when I came across Lovesucker’s self-titled EP, because it promises (in my opinion) the two coolest genres on the planet
– soul and funk (well, actually vocalist Crystal Crosby and guitarist Zoltan Von Bury described it as alternative funk and gypsy soul). The five-track effort
kept its promise, featuring uplifting soul with seriously deep funk taking front stage in lead single, “Mississippi”. Their trademark follows through with
“Show Me”, where the soul becomes more slick and more prominent as the funk, creating a real chilled vibe.
Lovesucker switches it up, by replacing the gypsy soul with the grittiest grunge in “Sayonara Messiahnyde”. Personally, this is where the EP loses its fizz
as the pulse-rising funk/grunge rolls on for the remainder of the EP, which could potentially lose the listener’s interest. Having said that, Loversucker is
a pretty cool EP, with crazy, on-point mixes that the duo can definitely call their own.

by Tracey Dawkins
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